EVI HAS BIG PLANS FOR MUSIKMESSE
The Frankfurt Musikmesse/ProLight+Sound will be starting shortly. Once
again, EVI Audio has something special planned.
Straubing, Germany (March 2004): You don’t have to be a prophet to know
that EVI Audio at Booth E70 in Hall 4.1 is going to be one of the major
attractions at this year’s ProLight+Sound. After all, the Straubing-based firm
has been packing them in at the Musikmesse for some years now with its
spectacular presentations. The company’s formula, as successful as it is
unique, is to combine content and information with action, games and
entertainment — a formula to which it will naturally be adhering in 2004.
Reveals Robert Pletz, EVI Audio’s Coordination Manager Marketing Services
Europe: “As an eye-catcher this year, we have come up with a dynamic
competition based on a spectacular new product. It’s going to be a sensation,
of that you can be certain.”

The Real Groove Band at Musikmesse 2003

After the successful introduction of the Agora Stage last year, the Musikmesse
Frankfurt GmbH and EVI Audio are continuing their collaboration - extending it,
in fact. The new marquee, which, as in 2003, will be erected outdoors in the
central piazza, will be almost twice the size of last year’s. This is for two

reasons: the first being that the Festhalle is closed for renovation and will be
unavailable this year as a venue, and the second that the new live venue
proved enormously popular last year. This was due not only to the tremendous
sound — courtesy of an Electro-Voice XLC system — but also to the fantastic
performances of the Real Groove Band. The all-star troupe (see line-up
below), literally drummed up by Musical Director Wolf Simon, rocked its way
into the hearts of a great many visitors to last year’s Musikmesse. Now the
band looks set to top its much-praised performances of last year by recruiting
Bobby Kimball, the voice of mainstream rock legends TOTO. Billed as the
group’s ‘Very Special Guest’, Kimball is sure to prove a valuable asset in what
is already a talent-packed line-up. Don’t miss it!
The REAL GROOVE BAND – 2004 line-up:
Vocals, guitar: Kirk Douglas
Bass: Frank Itt
Keyboards: Ralf Erkel
Percussion, vocals: Mario Argandona
Vocals: Frank Reudenbach
Drums: Wolf Simon
Special Guests:
Vocals:Bobby Kimball
Keyboards: Jens Skwirblies
Guitar: Jim Lupino
For full details on all Electro-Voice products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc.,
a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®,
Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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